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Teachers could use some simple visualization such as
images and videos for elaborating mathematical concepts
such as graphs and 3D shapes. However, students
inactively engage with such visualization, though our
interest is to create an active environment that students
can play and manipulate the visualized results of the
problem in order to learn the concept deeper. This will
lead to a more profound and therefore long lasting
understanding of the concept based on the Prof. J. D.
Watson research [4] that the people remember 10% of
what they read while they remember 90% what they do.
A series of manipulatives and interactive
visualization codes, named MathTools, has been
developed for the author’s “Differential Equation” and
“Engineering Mathematics” courses by a group of
Computer Engineering (CE) students. KNToosi
MathTools is a powerful way to teach engineering
mathematics to students and the initial feedback to our
work is promising for us.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2
provides an overview of the related works and developed
visualizations. Section 3 shows two specific
visualizations that we have developed and their usages.
Section 4 shows the effectiveness of these visualizations
on students performance. Finally, section 5 presents
furthure directions as a continuation to this work.

Abstract— In this paper, a series of interactive Javabased visualization tools, named MathTools, are
introduced. The idea of using visualization programs for
abstract mathematical concept is explained. Twelve of such
software are developed for differential equations and
engineering mathematic courses, among them two of the
software are explained in more details. The first one is a
Java MathTool illuminates the behavior of second-order
homogeneous linear differential equations and allows the
students to see the effect of each parameter as a
manipulative. The second is a visualization tool used for
engineering mathematics course, is a visualization to
illustrate different modes of a circular vibrating
membrane. The results of primary student assessments
show that, although the tools are not seen very effective in
its current form, they gradually find their way among the
students by using well-designed exercises.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

EACHING mathematics to engineering students has
always been a challenging task for teachers. Due to
the numerous applications of the mathematical concept
in other engineering domain, it is crucial for students to
learn these abstract concepts deeply in order to
successfully apply their knowledge to real-world
problems.
One of the reasons why mathematics may be difficult
to learn is because mathematical concepts (e.g.
differential
equation,
engineering
mathematics,
electromagnetic, etc) are not intuitive or accessed
through everyday experience [1]. One way of trying to
facilitate learning such abstract mathematical concepts is
through the use of interactive visualizations.
Visualization in learning mathematics is considered an
effective component for illustrative purposes, as well as
for reasoning, problem-solving, and proving [2].
Moreover, it is considered to be a powerful tool to
explore mathematical problems and to give meaning to
mathematical concepts and the relationship between
them [3].

II. VISUALIZATION TOOLS
The idea of creating such visualizations is not new.
MIT Mathlets [5] is an expensive project in MIT that has
many interactive visualizations which are named
Mathlets. MIT Mathlets project itself began as
modifications of applets created for an earlier project,
Interactive Differential Equation [6]. Note that applet is a
deprecated Java technology that brings Java programs to
the web browsers. However, instead of this old
technology, we have used standard Java version and
JavaFX as Graphical User Interface component.
The only requirement for running the programs is to
have Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version 8.
Programs are written in Java programming language and
are platform-independent. As a result, all students can
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BSc syllabus. First of all, because students did not
deeply understand the concepts in “Differential
Equation” course, and since this course is dependent on
the prior knowledge of the students, many of them
cannot perform very well in this course. Second, most of
the concepts such as vibration of a circular or rectangular
membrane are very hard to understand since both the
problem and the solution is abstract. Though, using a
computer-aided method can alleviate the problems to
some extent. The following is the list of available
visualizations and a brief description of them.
1) Fourier Transform: Demonstrates the Fourier
transform of few well-known periodic functions
which can be manipulated.

easily run the applications on their computer. Even
though we are interested in developing more web-based
visualization tools to make the running procedure easier,
due to performance reasons, it is impossible to develop
some of them for browser-based runtime environment.
As a result, the most suitable choice that we could have
made was to develop desktop-based Java programs.
As mentioned earlier, running programs in web
browsers have limitations. Some of the developed
programs are similar to the ones available on the MIT
Mathlets project, though we have offered some other
features suitable for students exercising such as results
exporting. In addition, as our programs are desktopbased, we have more computation power. As a result, we
can visualize some problems that require heavy
computations or 3D animated rendering.
KNToosi MathTools is an ongoing project and we are
working to add more visualization tools to it and also
make the current version more user-friendly for the
students. To this date, Ordinary Differential Equations
MathTools (ODE MathTools in brief) and Engineering
Mathematics MathTools (PDE MathTools in brief)
projects contain more than 12 different problem solvers
and visualizers. In this paper, we briefly introduce them
and talk about two of them in detail.

2) Rectangular Membrane: Demonstrates different
modes of a wave equation in a rectangular
membrane.
3) Circular Membrane: Demonstrates different
modes of a wave equation in a circular membrane.
4) Fourier Heatmap: Demonstrates the heatmap
solution in a rectangular environment.
5) Mobius & Conformal Mapping: demonstrates the
result of conformal mapping under different complex
functions
6) Vibrating String: Demonstrates D’Alembert
solution of 1D wave equation in a vibrating string.

A. ODE MathTools
“Differential Equations” course, ODE in brief, is one
of the fundamental courses for engineering students,
normally taken in the semester II and it has numerous
applications in every branch of engineering, in our case
Electrical Engineering (EE). The first time that a
bachelor EE student directly gets involved with the
applications of this concept is “Electric Circuits” course
in semester II or III. However, due to the extensive
content of the course as well as its incomprehensible
content, the student does not find enough time to
communicate with ODE concepts of the course.
Therefore, the following MathTools can prepare a good
environment for the student to do so. In the following
comes a list of the visualization tools available for this
course and a brief description of them.
1) Damped Vibration: demonstrates the behavior of
the second order linear homogeneous ODEs with
constant coefficients.
2) Phase Portrait: demonstrates the simultaneous
behavior of two variables in a system of linear
ODEs.
3) Autonomous Equation: Plots the geometrical
solutions of autonomous ODEs having a specific
form
4) Laplace Transform: Demonstrates the Laplace
solution of a simple none-homogenous linear ODE
(To be completed)
5) Euler RK2: Shows the numerical solution of 1st
order ODE with two Euler and RK2 methods and
comparing them.

III. TWO EXAMPLES OF MATHTOOLS
In this section, a description of two of the Tools one
from ODE MathTools, which is named “Damped
Vibration” after its similar code in MIT Mathlets [5], and
one from PDE MathTools, named “Circular Membrane”
after its topic in the course, are presented.
A. Damped Vibration
The tool which illustrates the behavior of a linear
homogeneous 2nd order differential equation with
constant coefficients is shown in Fig.1. In the left sidebar
of the program, there are sliders for changing the
parameters of the equation. Moreover, the user can
specify the initial condition in the left bottom section. By
changing these parameters, the user can see how the
intermediate solution is changing. These pieces of
information are shown to the user in the middle left
section. The first line indicates the type of the behavior
of the system and the following lines indicate the delta
value, the roots and the other intermediate results. In the
top-right section, the user can see the final equation of
the system and its plot. As an example in Fig.1, the
selected equation is as in (1):
3.5 + 2.3 + = 0
(1)
with the initial condition as in (2)
(0) = 7.6 , (0) = 4.8
(2)
Therefore, in this case, the behavior of the system is
underdamping and the final equation of the system is in
(3).
.
(3)
( )=
(7.6 cos 1.031 + 3.162 sin 1.031)
The user can click on the gray ball in order two see the
animated movement of an imaginary Mass-Spring
system.
As a typical assignment, teachers would give the
initial parameter and they would like the final answer.

B. PDE MathTools
We cover “Partial Differential Equation” and
“Complex Analysis” in “Engineering Mathematics”
course at K.N. Toosi University of Technology. Students
consider this course as one of the toughest courses in
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Though in this environment instead of asking the student
to do the calculation without any thought work we can
ask the student to find the relationship between these
different parameters. For example, we can ask for an
underdamped system what is the effect of the first-order
derivative coefficient on the movement of the mass, its
time constant, and the damping of the result. With this
software, the student can manipulatively change the
parameter and instantly see how the behavior changes
and describe the observation and possibly after that
mathematically prove it.

of this program including the technical aspect of
developing it is described in [7].
The program has two different functionalities. In
Fig.2, we can see the Single-Mode page of the program.
In this mode, the user can define the three parameters m,
n, and c which define the vibration frequency mode and
its speed respectively. With this tool, students can
physically better understand the phenomena and by
changing the parameters they can understand how each
parameter changes the behavior of vibration. The MultiMode page of the program lets the user combine
different vibration modes with each other with specified
weights. A view of the tool’s window running in MultiMode with some of its settings is shown in Fig. 3.

B. Circular Membrane
The solution of vibration in a two-dimensional circular
membrane is demonstrated in this tool by solving twodimensional wave equations. A fully detailed description

Fig. 1. Damped Vibration Visualization. In the left side of the program user can alter all three parameters of the linear 2nd order ODE
as well as initial conditions and instantly see their effect in both intermediate solutions such as roots, delta value, as well as the final
equation. Moreover, by clicking on the gray circle, user can see the animated oscillation.
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Fig. 2. Vibration of circular membrane visualization. Student can select multiple frequency mode and combines them with specified
weights. Also, the program has the ability to zoom-in or out and angle of view changing.

Fig. 3. Vibration of circular membrane visualization. Student can select multiple frequency mode and combines them with specified
weights. Also, the program has the ability to zoom-in or out and angle of view changing.

assisting students in their study. In 2018, one of the
codes was given to Engineering Mathematic as a
voluntary exercise and did not contribute to the grades.
Finally, the tools were used in 2019 when ODE course
was presented to CE students at K.N. Toosi. It worth
mentioning that the author’s evaluation of CE students in
ODE compared to EE student has been approximately

IV. DISCUSSION
Upon offering of the course by the Author in each
semester since 2017, the above-mentioned tool was
introduced to students of both courses in EE faculty of
K.N. Toosi University of Technology as a voluntary tool
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15% below the EE students although their countrywide
entrance grade is above their EE colleagues.
The Damped Vibration tool is given to them in the
first half of the semester and the phase portrait exercise
is given to them later at the end of the semester. In both
cases, the students are asked to solve the previously
solved example by the codes and report the changes in
the parameters.
57 students of the course are then asked the below
question following the end of the deadline of their
exercise:
“How beneficial and effective do you find these tools in
your understanding of the course concepts?”

V. CONCLUSION
The experience of developing a series of mathematical
MathTools for two very important courses of
engineering, namely differential equations and
engineering mathematics, is explained in this paper. The
implementation of computer-aided visualizations as well
as how to apply the tools is explained. The idea of using
interactive visualization tools is planned to be extended
to more courses and certainly can be employed in other
disciplines rather than electrical engineering. Even
though that the feedbacks from students were diverse,
the results show that students view of the tools are
gradually changing.

33 and 43 students out of 57 participated in the survey.
The primary assessment of students from the first and
the second exercise, presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5,
shows that 73% and 68% respectively find the exercises
having little impact on their study. Therefore, till this
moment, they still do not really believe in the MathTools
as an effective tool. This can have three main reasons.
First of all, the content of the codes may still need to be
improved with more practical features. Second of all,
students are still not familiar with the tools although
there are two high-quality user guides in both Persian
and English with the used codes. Besides, the team has
prepared two educational videos in both Persian and
English teaching the students how to use the tools.
Therefore, in the author’s view, the most important
reason for such comments is because of the way
exercises have prepared which makes it ineffective in the
eyes of students.
However, the assessment results have another angle,
which tells us that the students are gradually changing
their mind, either because of their touch or the
improvement of the second exercise compared to the
first one. The percentage of votes for “Very low”
dropped from 73% to 68% and the percentage of the
votes for “Very High” increased from 3% to 7%.
As discussed above, so far, the direct evidence shows
not a great impact of KNToosi MathTools on the
students, however, there might be other indirect impacts
on the students. The ultimate goal of teaching these
concepts is to teach the ability to apply mathematical
modeling to everyday jobs.
As an experience of teaching ODE to CE students, one
of the hardest challenges is to convince them that ODE
theories are useful for their working domain. Thus,
instead of limiting them in the theoretical aspects of the
course such as formulas and also naming the applications
of them, they can visually see and play with the concepts
and find their applications in their future carrier. As a
compelling example, inspired by PDE MathTools, one of
the CE students created dynamic and parametric sea
waves for a game by solving two-dimensional PDE
equations, shown in Fig.6. He used the mathematical
modeling approach because the sea waves should be
customizable through some parameters to change the
shape of the waves easily in order to create dynamic
weather conditions. This demonstrates that KNToosi
MathTools helps students have a better engineering
perspective about their fundamental courses.
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Fig. 4. Effectiveness of First MathTool Exercise
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Fig. 5. Effectiveness of Second MathTool Exercise

Fig. 6.
Dynamic sea waves in Unity game
development platform. One of the computer
engineering students developed a dynamic and
parametric sea waves to use it in his game.
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